What’s new in the summer 2018 CS Suite update


2. The Trump Tax Reform and Jobs Act of 2017 repealed the taxation and deductibility of maintenance paid or received, effective January 1, 2019. CS Suite allows you to select three different treatments of maintenance paid or received.

3. The Worksheets Menu has several new navigation and program entries for easier access.

4. New Non-Parental Visitation Forms now included with Mandatory Domestic Forms (RCW 26.11)
5. 17 other Mandatory Domestic forms have been updated.
6. You can now print the Child Support Worksheets in Word format with all the numeric data fields filled in.
7. You can now print the Financial Declaration in Word format with the numeric fields from the Child Support Worksheets filled in. Once you have entered the remaining numerical data in the Financial Declaration, you can calculate or recalculate all the totals in the Financial Declaration with four keystrokes.
8. Several other improvements and bugs squashed.